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Abstract 
The calculation of photo-generation current densities jPh by means of Monte-Carlo ray tracing combined with Fresnel’s equations 
for thin films is a common method in optical simulation of solar cells. We identified a reproducible and inherent error in ray 
tracing simulation software leading to systematic errors in jPh calculation in the order of 0.1 to 0.4 mA/cm² when using defined 
textures like upright, inverted and in some cases random front side pyramids in combination with pyramidal or planar rear sides
with the use of Fresnel’s equations applying the transfer matrix formalism as physical interface model. It is argued that this error 
emerges from coupling effects of the front and the rear side interfaces, leading to regular and “dragon-back” shaped oscillations 
in the calculated jPh when plotted as a function of the solar cell thickness. The amplitudes and frequencies of these oscillations 
correspond to the width of the pyramids used for the simulation. We show that reducing the base width of the pyramids is a 
simple way to solve this problem by reducing the amplitude to values where it meets the size of simulation-inherent statistic 
noise caused by the Monte-Carlo approach, without affecting other simulation parameters. 
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1. Introduction 
The photo-generation current density jPh – the spatial integral of the carrier generation rate divided by the cell area 
– calculated by optical simulation is the most significant driver of the short-circuit current density jSC of a solar cell 
device and is thus highly relevant for the simulated solar cell results. When using defined textures like upright, 
inverted or random front side pyramids in combination with pyramidal or planar rear sides, the use of Fresnel’s 
equations with the help of the transfer matrix formalism (TMF) is state of the art in ray tracing simulators. 
Simulating jPh for increasing wafer thickness, one would anticipate a continuous linear increase of jPh due to 
increasing absorption in the silicon bulk. Using TMF for ray tracing on pyramidal surface textures, we instead 
discovered a modulated curve, oscillating around this expected line with a certain frequency and amplitude. This 
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behavior occurs in major ray tracing software tools like Sentaurus Device (SDevice) [1] and the “Wafer ray tracer” 
(WRT) by PV Lighthouse [2] using these methods in their standard configuration pre-sets. Therefore, we consider 
this effect to be a general inherent issue of ray tracing algorithms. In this work, we examine these oscillations and 
present an easy and practicable way to minimize the effect. 
2. Theory 
Ray tracing in optical simulation for silicon solar cells means following the beam propagation of single light rays 
with decreasing light intensity I according to the Beer-Lambert law (eqn. (1)) in every optically thick region (e.g. 
silicon wafer):  
ܫሺݖሻ ൌ ܫ଴݁ݔ݌ሺെߙݖሻ  (1)
with z the propagation depth, I0 the light intensity at z = 0 and ߙ the extinction coefficient of the material. 
At material interfaces and thin passivation layers, a physical model is assigned for the ray tracer to be able to 
calculate the beam’s behavior. In case of a defined interface structure, e.g., pyramidal or planar surfaces, and with 
knowledge of the optical constants of the materials, Fresnel Equations can be applied via TMF [3]. This is a physical 
model and therefore sufficiently precise. If instead the surface structure causes diffuse reflection, several interface 
reflectance models are currently available. The most relevant are the empiric Phong model [4], Lambert’s empiric 
cosine law and the physical tilted-mirrors model by Wöhrle et al. [5] which uses a CAD model of the rough surface 
in combination with TMF. Generally, physical models are preferred for optical simulation as they offer predictable 
reflection and transmission characteristics at material interfaces. According to the Phong model, the reflection at a 
surface is described as: 
ܴ௉ ൌ ܴ଴ܿ݋ݏఠߠ  (2)
with RP the Phong reflectivity, R0 the total reflectivity of the surface, ߠ the reflection angle and ߱ the Phong 
exponent as a measure for diffusiveness [4]. 
The Lambertian scattering model is an equivalent of the Phong-Model with ߱ = 1. The WRT lets you adjust the 
ratio of Lambertian to specular behavior with FL ࣅ (0, 1), where FL = 1 is a fully Lambertian reflection. 
The generated photo current density jPh is calculated by extracting the spatial depth dependent carrier generation 
profile from the 2D- or 3D-CAD-simulation-model and integrating the generated charge carriers over the volume. 
Due to silicon’s low absorption of light at wavelengths above ~900 nm (see Green et al. [6]), this light can 
traverse the wafer multiple times until it generates free carriers unless it is coupled out again at an interface. The 
latter means that a thicker silicon wafer is able to absorb more of the long wavelength light compared to a thinner 
one. Even if the difference is just a few micrometers, this effect should be visible as a fine slope when jPh is plotted 
against increasing wafer thickness. 
3. Experiment
A ray tracing simulation is conducted for a defined silicon wafer with different front and rear surface textures 
using the different interface reflection models as described in section 2. Table 1 shows the combinations of geometry 
and reflection models used for both ray tracers. For each setup, the wafer thickness is varied between 180 and 
188 μm in 0.1 μm or 0.2 μm steps. jPh is extracted for each variation. To reach jPh values realistic for solar cells, an 
anti-reflection coating of 75 nm thick silicon nitride is applied to the front side and (in case of a non-diffusive rear 
side model) a 100 nm silicon oxide layer covered by a thick aluminum layer to the rear side. The simulations are 
conducted with SDevice [1] and the WRT [2], as an illumination spectrum AM1.5G is used with 25000 rays in 
SDevice and the WRT for each run. The optical constants used for the WRT and SDevice are taken from Green et al.
([6], Si), Baker-Finch et al. ([7], SiNx) and Palik et al. ([8], SiO2). 
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Table 1. Simulation matrix of surface geometries and reflection models for the SDevice and the WRT ray tracer. A dash means, this combination 
was not tested. The matrix also indicates with color and mark, if jPh progresses ordinary (9) or with an oscillation (o). 
Front pyramid type Regular/inverted/random Regular Inverted Random 
Regular/inverted/
random 
Rear structure Planar Regular pyramids 
Inverted
pyramids 
Random 
pyramids Diffuse
SDevice (H-2013.03) TMF   [o] TMF   [o] --- TMF   [o] Phong    [9]Lambert [9]
Wafer ray tracer, v1.4.3 
(PV Lighthouse) TMF   [o] TMF   [o] TMF   [o] TMF   [9] Lambert [9]
4. Results 
The reference simulation with planar surfaces on front & rear (Fig. 1(a), green triangles, with SDevice) was 
performed to quantify the statistical noise caused by the Monte-Carlo approach. The noise amplitude for those 
random fluctuations accounts to ±0.05 mA/cm². Fig. 1(a) exemplarily shows the expected behavior of a linearly 
slightly increasing jPh as the wafer thickness d increases for random front pyramids (simulated with TMF) and a 
Phong model (black squares, SDevice, Phong parameters R0 = 0.95, ߱ = 8) or a Lambertian (red dots, WRT, 
R = 0.95 FL = 0.6) as rear side reflector. The results for regular or inverted front side pyramids are of the same 
quality. No strong oscillations except for the Monte-Carlo noise are apparent. 
Fig. 1(b) shows the oscillating jPh behavior of the optical simulations for upright front pyramids and a planar rear 
side using TMF as physical interface models with SDevice and the WRT for pyramid widths w of 1, 2 and 10 μm. 
The oscillations proceed in a triangular (“dragon-back”) shape with varied wafer thickness d, being a modulation of 
jPh linearly increasing with d. Inverted front pyramids behave identically and are not shown in the plots to maintain 
visual overview. Random and rear side pyramids are addressed at the end of this chapter. 
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Fig. 1(a) Simulated jPh as function of the wafer thickness d for random front pyramids (w = 5 μm) and a planar diffusive wafer rear side; black 
squares: Phong model (with SDevice [1]), red dots: Lambertian reflector (with the WRT [2]). The green triangles show a simulation with planar 
front & rear side with TMF model (with SDevice) as a reference. 
(b) jPh as function of the wafer thickness d for random and upright front pyramids of different pyramid base widths w with a planar wafer rear 
side. Simulated with SDevice (w = 1 μm) and the WRT (w = 2 and 10 μm). 
The shaded corridors provide a guide to the eye of the underlying overall trend. 
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The period length Ȝp of the oscillation amounts to Ȝp = 6 μm for w = 10 μm wide pyramids and decreases with the 
pyramids getting smaller: Ȝp = 3 μm for w = 5 μm, Ȝp = 1.25 μm for w = 2 μm, see Fig. 1(b) & 2. This means, we 
observe a direct correlation between the pyramids’ base width and the oscillation period for both SDevice and the 
WRT. Also, the oscillations’ amplitude A decreases for smaller w. The calculations show A = 0.2 mA/cm² for 10 μm 
wide random front pyramids and a planar rear. Smaller pyramids result in a decreasing amplitude, meaning a 
decreasing uncertainty for the simulated jPh. For w = 5 μm (not plotted in Fig. 1 (b)), the amplitude amounts to 
A = 0.15 mA/cm², for w = 2 μm A is reduced to 0.1 mA/cm². For w = 1 μm (Fig 1 (b), orange diamonds), the jPh
variation is in the range of the statistical noise amplitude of roughly 0.05 mA/cm² resulting from the Monte-Carlo 
algorithm. The general jPh offset between the different plots arises due to the simulation setup: the pyramid size is 
added on top of the given wafer thickness. In average, a 180 μm wafer with 10 μm pyramids is thicker than one with 
5 μm or 2 μm pyramids, which increases the total absorption and thus jPh. The increase corresponds to findings of 
Campbell et al. [9]. 
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Fig. 2 Relation between the pyramid size, the amplitude and the period of the oscillations. The amplitude plot for double sided pyramids (open 
triangles) has a slight offset for better visibility. 
We get the same jPh behavior for devices with front and rear textures as for front side textures with planar rear 
surface, except for the fact that on devices with both sides textured the oscillations’ period is doubled (compare 
Fig.  2). 
The two simulators SDevice and WRT show the same results, i.e. oscillations for defined structures and no 
oscillations for diffuse rear reflection. However, they differ in one aspect (not shown in Fig. 1): For SDevice, we see 
oscillations in jPh for both regular and random pyramid structures – on front- and double sided textures. For the 
WRT, we only see oscillations when regular pyramids are involved. Table 1 gives an overview on the observation of 
jPh oscillations for different surfaces structures and models involved. 
To find out more about the reasons of the oscillations, we take a look at the reflectance and absorption of two 
specific simulation setups (with three representative points each) which show an oscillation minimum and a 
maximum, see Fig. 3. The simulated samples in this case have regular upright pyramids at the front and a planar rear 
side to break the model down to the easiest setup possible. The short-wavelength reflection and absorption curves 
are – apart from statistical noise – identical. In the long wavelength spectrum between 1.0 and 1.2 μm the 
simulations yielding higher jPh show up to 10% lower reflectivity (measured above the front side of the wafer) and 
therefore up to 10% higher absorption in the silicon region. We will come back to this observation later in the 
discussion section. 
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Fig. 3 Spectral reflectivity extracted above the silicon wafer (lines) and absorption in the semiconductor (dots). Shown are three points each of a 
model with regular front pyramid with 10 μm base width and a planar rear side close to a minimum (red curves) and close a maximum (black 
curves) of an oscillating jPh signal. 
5. Discussion 
The periodic oscillations of jPh observed in Fig. 1 (b) directly depend on the width of the pyramid base. 
Considering the rather triangular than sinusoidal shape of the oscillations, this is assumed to be linked to the beam 
propagation ways inside the symmetry element of the simulations in case of physically defined, specular reflections 
– as it is when TMF is used at the interfaces. Further, the effect is visible both for single-sided and for both-sided 
pyramid textures with different periodicity. Therefore, we are convinced that this oscillation effect is evoked by a 
coupling of the front and rear side reflections. The absence of oscillation effects for diffuse rear side reflection 
models proves these assumptions as it dissolves the physical coupling between front and rear side reflection by 
randomizing the beam’s direction. 
Considering regular front side pyramids and planar specular reflection at the rear side as the simplest example for 
the observed effect, we have a closer look on the geometric propagation of a light-bundle inside the silicon wafer as 
it takes place in the model. Fig. 4 paints a sketch of this. All the rays impinge in the same incident vertical angle onto 
one of the pyramid flanks (the other pyramid flanks behave symmetrical) and are subjected to the same diffraction 
process being coupled into the silicon wafer. Therefore, the only difference arising from a changing wafer thickness 
is their path length and thus their arriving point at the front side after having been internally reflected at the rear side. 
These paths can be calculated using the geometric angles for diffraction from air to silicon, using the refractive index 
n for silicon for wavelengths around 1000 nm (here: n = 3.57, from [6]), see Fig. 4(a). In the exemplary case of 
wafer thickness “I”, the wave bundle is reflected back (black striped corridor) hitting pyramid flank “(1)” 
completely, as it is shown in Fig. 4(b). As the wafer thickness is slightly increased to the thickness of “II”, the 
covered area at the front side is shifted horizontally, following the grey striped corridor. The area hitting pyramid 
flank “(1)” is linearly reduced as a function of the varied wafer thickness, while a different part of the light-bundle 
travels an extra distance inside the silicon until it reaches flank “(2)”, also as a function of the wafer thickness 
variation. This additional distance depends on the pyramid size; this is why we see the oscillation effect diminishing 
with very small pyramids. This can be translated in a changing carrier generation in the volume close to the pyramid 
flanks. In its sum we get the observed behavior of a “dragon back” shaped modulation of jPh with variation of the 
wafer thickness, although the overall construct of light paths leading to the effect is not understood in total, yet. This 
is only a first order approximation of the optical effects in the silicon wafer, as these are only the major light paths in 
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a 2D sketch of a 3D geometry. Multiple rear and front-side reflections have been neglected for example, as has been 
the geometric even more complex case of both sided pyramids. 
   
Fig. 4(a ) Sketch of the reflection angles in a front side textured silicon wafer for light rays between 900 and 1200 nm wavelengths. 
(b) Sketch of wave front propagation paths in a front side textured silicon wafer for two different wafer thicknesses; thickness I: black striped 
corridor, thickness II: grey striped corridor. 
Proving this theory is difficult in terms of visualization of rays in the actual simulation: A difference in jPh of only 
0.4 mA/cm² out of 40 mA/cm² means: Looking at a few rays only one will see no difference in total rays; looking at 
many rays one can’t tell the difference with the eye anymore, because the ray paths are more complex as in this 
simplified first order model (Fig. 4). What can be done instead, having the differences of reflection and absorption 
seen in Fig. 3 in mind, is plotting the transmitted photon flux (so-called “escape light”) at the interface from the 
silicon bulk to the silicon nitride layer at the front pyramids, see Fig. 5. This includes only the light after one or more 
reflections at the rear side. This is also done for the reflected photon flux at this interface. 
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Fig. 5 Photon flux from the silicon bulk towards the wafer front surface. Straight lines show the flux reflected at the interface (left y-axis), dashed 
lines show the transmitted photon flux through the interface (right y-axis). Shown are the same samples as in Fig. 3. 
The results shown Fig. 5 indicate, that at wafer thicknesses where we observe an oscillation maximum (black 
curves), we have a lower total transmission through the front side interface by the pyramids and slightly higher 
reflection. As the transmission differences are one order of magnitude higher than the reflectivity differences, this 
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means a higher absorption in the silicon bulk, presumably in the pyramid area. This leads to a higher jPh compared to 
wafer thicknesses with an oscillation minimum (red curves). This is a strong positive indicator for our assumptions. 
The different results between SDevice and the WRT concerning random pyramids, as described in section 4, give 
a hint on diverse approaches to randomization of the light rays between SDevice and the WRT. 
In its origin, the geometric effect causing the jPh oscillations is not an error, but quite the contrary – an (over-) 
correct application of geometric optics by the ray tracer without considering the geometric imperfection of actual 
processed silicon wafers. This effect will not be observed in actual solar cells, as pyramids are not perfectly identical 
in size across the wafer surface; also the wafer thickness and the pyramid heights are not uniform on every spot on 
the solar cell, but vary by some μm. Further, the light incident angle in actual experiments will not be completely 
orthogonal to the wafer’s macroscopic surface. This leads to the oscillating effect being averaged out in a 
measurement unless the conditions are geometrically perfect in a microscopic scale. 
6. Conclusion 
We observed the effect of oscillations in the photo current density jPh with varied thickness of the wafer, 
occurring when transfer matrix formalism is used for the solar cells interface optics in combination with single or 
double-sided pyramid texture to model the optics of a silicon wafer with ray tracing. This effect could most probably 
be traced back to an origin in the geometric optics caused by over-accuracy of the calculation model. As this effect 
won’t be observable in experiments, it is important to avoid it in simulations to maintain comparability to 
experimental values. The simple option of minimizing the width of symmetry elements and thus the pyramid size 
leads to a reduction of the pyramidal influence on the beam propagation and thus reduces the oscillation amplitudes 
from 0.2 mA/cm² for 10 μm wide pyramids to 0.05 mA/cm² for 1 μm wide pyramids without introducing other 
errors. This provides sufficient certainty that the results of optical simulations do not show systematic errors which 
would influence also the subsequent electric simulations. A second option is performing multiple optical simulations 
with little variation of the wafer thickness and then averaging the result. 
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